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� Investor protection: enforcement of regulations that protect outside investors from expropri-
ation by company insiders.

� Consensus that it enhances �nancial development ! explains di¤erences in growth rates and
levels of per capita output.

� All the papers before this one considered investor�s protection as exogenous ! What deter-
mines this level? Why don�t all countries have good levels?

� Special interests politics can explain this. But these are static models that abstract from
capital acumulation.

� Some empitical stylized facts:

�Positive correlation between investor protection and real output per worker across coun-
tries;

�Timing of reforms improving investor protection coincides or shortly follows economic
recessions;

� Long-run: �nancial development and investor protection tend to rise during periods of
rapid technical change.

� The idea: low investor protection hinders entry into the entrepreneurial sector ! Empirical
evidence supporting this. But it is not new. The new thing, the contribution, is the allowence
of feedback from output to inve protection reform possibilities.

� Environment:

� t = 0; : : : ;1

� OLG economy: each generation (measure 1) lives for 2 periods. An initial old one.

� 2 goods: consumption good, price 1; investment good, price qt:

� International �nancial markets: risk-free bond pays r units of consumption good as interest.

� Consumption good: produced in competitive sector with production function Yt = �tF (Kt; Lt) ;
F is neoclassical, � are iid TFP shocks.

� Individuals have di¤erent skills, drawn from G (iid across generations) with
R
zdG (z) = 1:

� When young, individuals work and receive wtz units of consumption good, and before being
old they decide whether to be investors or entrepreneurs.
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�Entrepreneurs: they produce the investment good. To do it, they have to pay an up-front
cost of A: If they can cover it with zwt; they can borrow from �nancial intermediaries.
These intermediaries are a "third" type of agent in this economy; they channel funds
from investors to entrepreneurs in an environment with asymmetric information: the
output of the project is risky: with probability �; �l and with probability 1��; �h with
�h > �l and � := ��l + (1� �)�h: The output is private information.
Entrep. announces the result and surrenders the amount consisten with the announce-
ment. Interm. can verify, at a cost, equal to qtt units of the consumption good.
t � (inv. protection)�1 : Higher veri�cation cost means higher protection to insiders,
and lower protection to the outside intermediaries. ! embodies severity of agency prob-
lems between outside investors and company insiders. It will be decided by majority
voting ! emphasis on the support for reforms. t is known when the contract is signed.
Random auditing is allowed. Since the �nancial intermediation sector is competitive
with free entry, the optimal contract maximizes the entrepreneur�s expected consumption
(risk-neutrality) subject to IC and break-even condition: let the contract be denoted by

et (z) :=
n
at (z) ;

�
pi;t (z) ; c

a
i;t+1 (z) ; ci;t+1 (z)

	
i=L;H

o
: Then,

V Et (z) = max
et(z)

�
�
pL;t (z) c

a
L;t+1 + (1� pL;t (z)) cL;t+1 (z)

�
+(1� �)

�
pH;t (z) c

a
H;t+1 + (1� pH;t (z)) cH;t+1 (z)

�
;

(1)
subject to

(IC) : pH;t (z) c
a
H;t+1 (z)+[1� pH;t (z)] cH;t+1 (z) � [1� pL;t (z)] [cL;t+1 (z) + qt (�H � �L)] ;

(2)

(BE) :

�
�
�
pL;t (z)

�
qt (�L � t)� caL;t+1 (z)

�
+ (1� pL;t (z)) [qt�L � cL;t+1 (z)]

	
(1� �)

�
pH;t (z)

�
qt (�H � t)� caH;t+1 (z)

�
+ (1� pH;t (z)) [qt�H � cH;t+1 (z)]

	 � = at (z) (1 + r) ;
(3)

at (z) = A� zwt; (4)

pt;i (z) 2 [0; 1] ; cai;t+1; ci;t+1 � 0: (5)

For a given at (z) ; maximizing the obj fcn is equivalent to minimizing the monitoring
costs by the break-even constraint ! subject to IC in the high state.

� Investors:

V It (z) = max
bt+1(z);kt+1(z)

Et [(1 + r) bt+1 (z) +Rt+1kt+1 (z) + qt+1 (1� �) kt+1 (z)] ;(6)

s:t: : zwt = bt+1 (z) + qtkt+1 (z) :
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� Agent z at t will become an entrepreneur i¤ V Et (z) � V It (z) : Let 
t be the set of entrepre-
neurs in period t:

� Equations that determine the equilibrium: (given Ks
0 > 0 and investor protection policy

ftg
1
t=0 ; and shocks f�tg

1
t=0)

co0 = R0K
s
0 + q0 (1� �)Ks

0 ; (7)

Ks
t+1 = (1� �)Ks

t +

Z
z2
t

�dG (z) ; (8)

Rt = �tF1 (Kt; 1) ; (9)

wt = �tF2 (Kt; 1) ; (10)

Et [Rt+1 + qt+1 (1� �)] = qt (1 + r) : (11)

� Consider z at t such that
qt�L � at (z) (1 + r) : (12)

These z0s can repay to the intermediary even in the case of low realization. These are "�-
nancially unconstrained" entrepreneurs.

Maximizing consumption when old is equivalent to minimizing monitoring costs by the BE
constraint. So, it would be great to have 0 prob of monitoring. Whe this is true, obj fcn is
(together with BE constraint)

�cL;t+1 (z) + (1� �) cH;t+1 (z) = qt�� at (z) (1 + r) :

Since IC when high has to be satis�ed, and by risk-neutrality, we can put ALL consumption
when state is high (and there is no monitoring), and zero when the state is low (and there
is no monitoring). These conditions would mean that reporting L gives a consumption of 0
irrespectively of the case (he would consume just qt (�H � �L)), whereas reporting high gives
qt��at(z)(1+r)

(1��) � qt (�H � �L), qt�L � at (z) (1 + r) :
We can also give ci;t+1 = qt�H � at (z) (1 + r) in each state i:
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� For entrepreneurs z that do not satisfy qt�L � at (z) (1 + r) at t we have that this solution
cannot hold, and therefore there must be a positive probability of monitoring (when low state
is announced; no point in monitoring when high state is announced).

� Let
zt :=

1

wt

�
A� qt

1 + r
�L

�
: (13)

� For the z < zt case: pH = 0; and concentrate consumption on the high state (it is optimal by
risk-neutrality again): cL = caL = 0:

� The problem becomes one of minimizing pL subject to IC (which requires high enough pL).
We have that the minimum possible pL is

pL;t

�
(�)
z

�
=

(A� wtz) (1 + r)� qt�L
qt [(1� �) (�H � �L)� �t]

; (14)

which is INCREASING in t:

� Capital

� Capital demand given by

Et
�
�t+1F1

�
Kd
t+1; 1

�
+ (1� �) qt+1

�
= qt (1 + r) : (15)

� Capital supply given by mass of entrepreneurs.
� When t = 0; all entrepreneurs receive an expected value of qt� � (A� wtz) (1 + r) vs
wtz (1 + r) from becoming an entrepreneur. So there exists a unique price

q0 =
A (1 + r)

�
; (16)

such that below this price all become investors, above this price all become entrepreneurs. So
supply is in�nitely elastic at q0:

�When t > 0 : �nancially unconstrained types, z > zt; receive a value of qt��(A� wtz) (1 + r)
again (they are not monitored), and therefore they behave as before. Financially constrained
types receive less than this because �nancial intermediaries incur in monitoring and therefore
can give less expected consumption that qt� � (A� wtz) (1 + r) : So, at q0; they all want to
become investors, that pays wtz (1 + r) = q0�� (A� wtz) (1 + r) > V Et (z) :

� So, as t increases, supply contracts and prices go up, capital quantities decrease. So, more
investor protection increases K and lowers the price of capital. @qt

@t
> 0:
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� Political Equilibrium:

� Agents vote for : Policy is selected by majority rule.

� Voting occurs before occupational choice, and after receiving zwt:

� Assumption: old agents and z0s who would NEVER become entrepreneurs (that is, even in
the case  = 0 and qt = q0; they couldn�t meet demand: welthiest individuals start meeting
demand, followed by the rest in decreasing order. So these are ver low z0s) do not bother to
vote.

� Sincere voting.

� Result: Voter�s preferred t is increasing in z: ! Median voter�s result. Median voter is (half
of the voters):

1�G
�
zMt
�
=
1�G

�
z0t
�

2
: (17)

� When wages go up, A � wtz becomes smaller for all, all are less �nancially constrained and
therefore perceive less costs of increasing ; so an increase in w leads to higher = lower
investor protection.

� Dynamics are given numerically.

� Not calibration, but "reasonable" parameters.

r � � �� �� �z �H
0:276 0:341 0:33 0:0672 �0:0023 2:3 18

: (18)
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� Deterministic TFP. Start with LOW K0:

� Low K means low wages and high demand for new investment goods.

� Low wages: borrow more (outweights bene�t from higher prices), lower consumption
from contract, you want lower  (or higher inv protection).

�High demand: pushes prices up, which attracts more entrepreneurs, so more people vote
! lower median, lower  (higher inv protection).

�As capital accumulates, wage rises, demand for new investment goods fall.

�Higher wages: borrow less, want more :

� Lower demand: less entry. Higher median voter ! more :

�Capital accumulation ! worse investor protection.

�Higher TFP: Higher levels of investor protection and output. ! empirical
evidence.

� Temporary improvements in TFP: positive shock.
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�Higher wage rate ! decreases borrowing ! increases preferred :

� Identity of voters does not change (depends on expected TFP shocks) ! median voter
has higher :

�Higher  makes �nancing more expensive ! less entrepreneurs, falls K: This pushes 
down as we saw.

�OUTPUT RISES, INV PROTECTION WORSENS. ! support for inv protec-
tion DECLINES (increases) in booms (recessions). (Germany 1937).

�Politics are making recoveries faster ! recession eases �nancial frictions and boosts
investment.

�Output rises and inv protection rises when TFP shock is permanent. !
observation 3.
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